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European banks: Recent events and outlook

EFO UCITs: Portfolio and investment policy

European banks performed in line with the overall European market in

We launched the Fund on 01/03/17. At the end of November, the EFO
UCITs was 93% invested (net). The performance of the Fund was as
follows (please refer to the Fund’s factsheet for greater detail on the
portfolio):

November 2019 (+2.5% for the SX7P Index vs +2.8% for the SX5E). Main
drivers of future sector performance:
1) US-China Trade War: Will Ph-1 ever be concluded? The market expects the
US to postpone or cancel the upcoming

Dec-15th

new tariffs on Chinese

Performance - YTD
20%

products (15% on $160bn) as part of Phase I agreement. We have the
impression that the market also anticipates, at least, a partial roll back of the
September 2019 tariffs ($110bn at 15%). The sticking points in this Ph-1 deal
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seem to be the amount of US agricultural purchases from China (US demands
between $40bn and $50bn) and the size of tariff removal (China seems to be
demanding the roll back of Sept-19 tariffs). Whether Ph-1 is signed or not
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would determine the 2020 US & EU interest rate backdrop, we think.
-5%

2) UK Elections - Brexit: BJ likely to win but with an uncertain majority. There

are four scenarios, in our view: i) Tory majority >30 (353 MPs or more) would
guarantee the approval of the WA (Withdrawal Agreement) and a potential

-10%

-15%

extension of the transition period beyond 2020, if needed, ii) Tory majority of
<30 (between 323 and 353) could lead to the approval of WA but the risk of
no-deal could resurface in case an extension of the transition period was
needed, iii) hung Parliament could lead to a resurface of the no-deal risk before
the approval of the WA and iv) Labour-LibDem coalition could lead to a
referendum and potentially to no Brexit. Polls point to some form of Tory
majority. After elections, investor attention could quickly shift to the future
relationship between the UK and the EU. We think this next phase (after a
short relief) could still exert uncertainty on the macro backdrop in 2020.

Comment on the Fund’s performance in November
The Fund (class Z) was +0.8% in November, underperforming the SX7P
(+2.5%) mainly due to our partial hedges and the defensive positioning of
our equity portfolio. At the end of November, the Fund had outperformed
the two main European banking indexes materially since inception (+25%
and +26% vs the SX7P and the SX7E in 2.7 years, respectively). YTD the
Fund was up by 7.04% vs +3.8% of the SX7P.

3) Macro / Rates – 2020 backdrop still uncertain: Despite the recent
stabilization of Eurozone PMIs in Oct/Nov at levels slightly above 50, the
manufacturing sector is still in the doldrums (specially in Germany). Consensus
expects PMIs to rebound in 1Q20 in line with M1. Very flexible financial
conditions (lower depo rate at -0.50%, QE II at €20bn/month and TLTRO III)

together with the potential short-term uncertainty relief from Brexit and US
trade-wars could contribute somehow to the rebound. Anyhow, we expect
2020 GDP growth to remain low at levels similar to 2019 (c.1% GDP) and risks
remain tilted to the downside, in our view, in case Ph-1 failed to materialize.

Our equity portfolio reflects a defensive positioning with exposure to
countries or business that show positive growth rates (CEE, private
banking, insurance…). In any event, we would monitor events and reassess our equity exposure when we perceive valuations already price in
very negative scenarios and/or the macro backdrop clarifies.
We plan to look closely at listed Fintech players in order to identify
potential opportunities. We have taken a couple of small positions in this
field recently.

4) Basel 4 – CRD5 could provide some relief. CRD5 -to be implemented at the
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end of 2020- states that P2R could partly be filled with AT1s/T2s (44%)
instead of CET1. Hence, if could provide a CET1 minimum relief of c.80bps or
most of the expected negative B4 impact at sector level. UCG was quite vocal
about this effect in its last CMD. The potential decline in capital requirements
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could be incrementally positive for banks with a perceived stretched capital
situation (SAN, SG, BNP, ING…).
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5) SX7E valuations have recovered from <80 in August to >90 now. Although
we could see an extension of the current leg-up in bank valuations in the
weeks to come, we doubt the right conditions are in place for a meaningful
bank-led rally in the stock market. Hence, we remain tactic but cautious in our
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positioning.
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What to do? We have been quite long during November and we are still net
long in our equity exposure. We will monitor the upcoming events closely and
decide the right exposure to equity.
Disclaimer
This document is being furnished on a confidential basis to a limited number of sophisticated prospective Investors
for the purpose of providing information about an investment in Fidentiis Tordesillas SICAV and its sub-funds
(hereinafter, the “Fund”). The information contained herein may not be distributed, published or reproduced, in
whole or in part, nor may the contents of this information be disclosed by recipients to any person other than their
professional advisers without the prior written consent of Fidentiis Gestión, SGIIC, SA.
In making an investment decision, prospective Investors must rely on their own examination of the legal, financial
and other consequences o fan investment in the Fund, including the merits of investing and the risks involved.
Prospective investors should not treat the contents of this documentation as advice relating to legal, taxation or
investment matters and should consult their own professional advisers concerning the acquisition, holding or disposal
of interests.
Certain economic and market information contained in this documentation has been obtained from published
sources prepared by other parties. While such sources are believed to be reliable, none of the Fund, Fidentiis Gestión
SGIIC SA or any of its affiliates, assumes any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such information. All
statements of opinion and/or belief contained in this documentation and all views expressed and all projections,
forecasts or statements relating to expectations regarding future events or the possible future performance of the
Fund, represent Fidentiis Gestión SGIIC SA’s own assessment and interpretation of information available to it as of

the date of this documentation. No representation is made or assurance given that such statements, views,
projections or forecasts are correct or that the objectives of the Fund will be achieved. Prospective Investors must
determine for themselves what reliance (if any) they should place on such statements, views, projections or forecasts
and no responsibility is accepted by the Fund, Fidentiis Gestión SGIIC SA or any of its affiliates.
This Memorandum has not been submitted for approval to either the Autorité des Marches Financiers (“AMF”) of
France or the Financial Services Authority (“FSA”) of the United Kingdom (“U.K.”) or the or the Comissão do
Mercado de Valores Mobiliários (“CMVM”) or the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (“CSSF”) of
Luxembourg or the Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores (“CNMV”) of Spain. This documentation does not
constitute, and may not be used for the purposes of, an offer of Interests or an invitation to participate in the Fund
to any person in any jurisdiction in which such offer or invitation is not authorised, in which the person
endeavouring to make such offer or invitation is not qualified to do so, or to any person to whom it is unlawful to
make such an offer or invitation. It is the responsibility of the prospective Investors to satisfy themselves as to full
compliance with the relevant laws and regulations of ay territory in connection with any application to participate in
the Fund, including obtaining any requisite governmental or other consent and adhering to any other formality
prescribed in such territory
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